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TWO-DIMENSIONAL ELECTRON GAS IN SEMIMAGNETICSEMICONDUCTOR HgMnTe WITH INVERTED BANDSV. B. Bogevolnov, I. M. Ivankiv, A. M. YafyasovInstitute of Physis, St. Petersburg State University198904, St. Petersburg, RussiaV. F. Radantsev*Institute of Physis and Applied Mathematis, Ural State University620083, Ekaterinburg, RussiaSubmitted 7 June 2000The two-dimensional eletron gas in surfae layers on HgMnTe with inverted bands is studied for the �rst timeexperimentally and theoretially. It is shown that the struture of the investigated apaitane magnetoosil-lations in HgMnTe MOS strutures is entirely similar to the one in the non-magneti gapless semiondutorHgCdTe and the sole e�et of the exhange interation is the temperature shift of beat nodes. The informa-tion about the exhange parameters is obtained only from modeling the osillations, beause no pronounedhanges in the position of osillations are observed and the separate spin omponents are not resolved. For thedesription of the spetrum in the magneti �eld, we propose a theory that takes the exhange and spin-orbitinteration into aount for materials with diret and inverted bands. The omparison between experiment andtheory for di�erent temperatures and exhange interation parameters is reported. The modeling shows thatthe spin-orbit splitting by far exeeds the ontribution of the exhange interation. The alulated amplitudesof �partial� osillations for di�erent spin branhes of the spetrum are essentially di�erent in aordane withthe di�erene in the intensities of the orresponding lines in the Fourier spetra of the experimental osillations.PACS: 73.20.Dx, 73.40.Qv, 71.70.Ej1. INTRODUCTIONThe peuliar features of, and the interest in, thetwo-dimensional (2D) eletron gas in narrow-gap di-luted magneti (semimagneti) semiondutors (DMS)are due to two fators. One stems from the s; p� d ex-hange interation between band eletrons and loal-ized magneti moments [1℄. This interation hangesspin splitting of the band states, whih an be variedby external fators, e.g., the magneti �eld and tem-perature. The other fator is due to the peuliaritiesinherent to small-gap Kane semiondutors, leading tothe relativisti-type e�ets of non-paraboliity, kinetion�nement (motional binding [2℄), spin-orbit (SO),splitting, and resonant interband mixing by the sur-fae eletri �eld [3�5℄. An important property of 2Deletroni systems involving DMS is that both the ex-*E-mail: vitor.radantsev�usu.ru

hange and SO interation lead to a rearrangement ofthe spin struture of Landau levels (LLs).Although historially the �rst studies of the 2Deletron gas in DMS were performed for metal�insulator�semiondutor (MIS) strutures based onHgMnTe [6℄, the experimental results are mostly avail-able for the grain boundaries in HgMnTe and HgCdM-nTe with a positive Kane gap Eg > 100 meV at thetypial Mn ontent x = 0:02 (for higher x, the ex-hange interation exhibits itself poorly, whih was at-tributed to the antiferromagneti interation betweenMn2+ ions) [1; 7�9℄. This is due to low eletron mobil-ity in the previously investigated MIS strutures. Atthe same time, the inversion layers in MIS struturesare of partiular experimental interest beause of thepossibility of ontrolling the depth of the surfae quan-tum well by gate voltage and beause of a relative easeand auray of the surfae potential desription (forbirystals, additional poorly veri�ed assumptions have154



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 1, 2001 Two-dimensional eletron gas : : :to be used to desribe the self-onsistent potential nearthe grain boundaries [10℄). An important point is thatthese results an be ompared with the data for MISstrutures based on narrow-gap HgCdTe [4; 11℄, whihis a non-magneti analogue of narrow-gap DMS.As to the theoretial desription, the subband al-ulations were arried out only for DMS with diret butnot inverted bands and without taking the spinorlikee�ets into aount [1; 6℄. However, the SO splittingin asymmetri quantum wells at zero magneti �eld(whih itself is urrently of great interest [4; 5; 12; 14�19℄) leads to a rearrangement of the subband magnetilevels. In narrow-gap semiondutors, the magnetispetrum perturbation is so drasti that the SO inter-ation annot be negleted in the theoretial treatment.It must be stressed that as we see in what follows, theSO splitting by far exeeds the exhange interationontribution, and therefore, it annot be onsideredas a orretion to the exhange interation. It is alsolear that a treatment based on the semilassial quan-tization in the magneti �eld of the subband spetrum(alulated in zero magneti �eld) is unsuitable for thedesription of exhange interation e�ets. A more rig-orous theoretial onsideration of the LL struture isrequired.In this paper, the peuliarities of 2D eletron gasdue to the exhange and SO interation are studied ininversion layers on Hg1�xMnxTe with a small Mn on-tent. In Se. 2, we desribe the parameters of the sam-ples and the experimental methods used. The exper-imental data related to the apaitane osillations inperpendiular magneti �elds versus gate voltage andmagneti �eld and their temperature evolution are pre-sented in Se. 3. The experiments in tilted magneti�elds are disussed in Se. 4. In Se. 5, we presentthe theoretial model based on developing the oneptthat we proposed previously for non-magneti Kanesemiondutors. In Se. 6, the results of the omputermodeling of apaitane osillations are presented. Theresults of omparing the experimental data and theo-retial alulations for di�erent temperatures and ex-hange interation parameters are disussed.2. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTALMETHODSMIS strutures were fabriated fromp-Hg1�xMnxTe single rystals. We investigatedsamples with di�erent values of the Mn ontent(x = 0:024; 0:040; 0:060, and 0:1). The Kane gap Egand the Kane e�etive mass mb (and therefore, x) were

determined independently by the tunnel spetrosopymethod for a omparison of band parameters in thebulk with those in the viinity of the surfae. Thedisrepany is within the auray of the analysis(�x � 0:002 � 0:003). Beause the tunnel ontatsand the studied MIS apaitors were produed usingthe same tehnology (see below) and di�er onlyby the insulator thikness, this agreement testi�esthat the surfae layers are hemially lose to thebulk. The similarity of the results for the strutureswith di�erent insulators (fabriated using di�erentmethods) supports this onlusion. The fat that theylotron masses measured in 2D subbands for smallsurfae onentrations extrapolate to the bulk valuemb is a diret evidene of the absene of a notieabledeomposition in the 2D layer during the struturefabriation proess.At x < 0:08, HgMnTe has inverted bands (i.e., be-omes semimetal) and traditional galvanometri meth-ods annot be used beause of the shunting of surfaeondutane by the bulk. We employed the magne-toapaitane spetrosopy method, whih is applia-ble to semiondutors with any sign of the Kane gap.The di�erential apaitane C of the apaitors and itsderivative dC=dVg with respet to the gate voltage Vgwere measured in the dark, typially at 1 MHz and thetest signal amplitude 5 mV.Several methods have been used for forming an in-sulating �lm in MIS strutures: the anodi oxide for-mation, the silion oxide and Al2O3 deposition, and theLangmuir�Blodgett �lm tehnique. The apaitanemagnetoosillations due to the magneti quantizationof the 2D eletron gas were observed in all the abovestrutures. The general shapes of the osillations at thesame arrier surfae density and the same Mn ontentare similar. In what follows, we present the results forthe strutures with a � 80 nm thik anodi oxide �lm.There are several reasons for this hoie: (i) the ampli-tudes of osillations in these strutures are the highestowing to a large insulator apaitane value (this isaused by a large dieletri onstant value of the an-odi oxide), (ii) the highest surfae arrier densities areahieved at low gate voltages Vg = 10�15 V, and (iii)the dieletri onstant of the oxide is lose to that of asemiondutor, and the ontribution of image fores tothe surfae potential an therefore be negleted in thealulations.We restrit our onsideration to the results forHgMnTe with x � 0:04 (Eg = (�100 � 5) meV).The amplitudes of the osillations for other samplesare muh less even at 4.2 K and rapidly derease withinreasing the temperature. (For x � 0:024, this is155



V. B. Bogevolnov, I. M. Ivankiv, A. M. Yafyasov, V. F. Radantsev ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 1, 2001aused by a small ylotron energy due to a large Kanegap; for x � 0:06 and x � 0:1, this is the result of alarge doping level of available materials.) As a result,we ould not obtain reasonably aurate informationabout the osillation temperature evolution where thespei�ity of DMS is manifested. As to the measure-ments at T = 4:2 K, the subband parameters extratedfrom osillations for these samples are similar to thosefor HgCdTe with the same band parameters and agreewell with the theory.On the other hand, the samples with x = 0:04 arebest suited to the purpose of this �rst study aimed atinvestigating the peuliarities of the 2D eletron gasin DMS with inverted bands, where (i) the SO andexhange interation e�ets are expeted to be morelearly pronouned and (ii) the results an be om-pared with those for well studied surfae layers on gap-less HgCdTe with Eg � �(50�100) meV [4; 20℄. For asmall gap jEgj < 100 meV, the parameters of 2D sub-bands depend only weakly on Eg (exept in the aseof small subband oupanies) [4; 20℄. By ontrast, thesubband parameters are more sensitive to the dopinglevel. For this reason, we present the results for twosamples with NA �ND = 1:2 � 1016 m�3 (sample S1)and NA �ND = 1:5 � 1017 m�3 (sample S2 with thegate area S = 7:7 � 10�4 m2 and the insulator apai-tane Cox = 155:1 pF).3. MAGNETOCAPACITANCE INPERPENDICULAR MAGNETIC FIELDSFigure 1 shows the apaitane�voltage harater-istis at T = 4:2 K in the magneti �eld B = 4:5 Tperpendiular to the 2D layer for the sample S2. TheC(Vg) harateristis are typial for the low-frequenybehavior. This means that 2D eletrons in the inver-sion layers ontribute predominantly to the measuredapaitane under the inversion band bending. Thelow-frequeny onditions with respet to the minorityarriers are satis�ed in all the investigated frequenyrange 30 kHz�5 MHz. The wide hysteresis loop and thedependene of the C(Vg) harateristis on the voltagesweep rate are observed. At a �xed Vg , the apai-tane hanges in time beause of a �at-band voltageshift �Vfb. The time onstant is of the order of severalminutes and is almost independent of the temperature.This behavior points to the harge tunnel exhange be-tween the semiondutor and the slow traps in the in-sulator. The history dependene and instability aremanifested in all the investigated HgMnTe-based MISstrutures. This is in ontrast with the HgCdTe- and
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Vg, V0 2�2 4Fig. 1. Capaitane-voltage dependenes in the mag-neti �eld B = 4:5 T perpendiular to the 2D planefor sample S2 at di�erent gate voltage sweeps. Thearrows indiate the sweep diretion. The sweep rate is2 V/mnHgTe-based strutures with the same insulators thatwe investigated simultaneously.The voltage dependene of the harge densityeNs(Vg) indued in the inversion layer is sublinear.This is demonstrated by the non-equidistane of quan-tum osillations of the apaitane C(Vg) (see Fig. 1).The tunneling of eletrons from the 2D layer into theoxide auses a saturation of the Ns(Vg) dependeneat Vg � Vfb � (10�15) V. As a result, the Ns rangeaessible for investigations is limited by the value(3�4) � 1012 m�2 (in HgCdTe, the Ns values up to1013 m�2 an be obtained). Although the hysteresise�ets hamper the measurements, the disussed physi-al results are not a�eted by the band bending insta-bility. This instability is aused by the transient pro-esses but not by degradation. Although the C(Vg)harateristis are history dependent, they are om-pletely repeatable if the voltage range, rate, and dire-tion of the sweep are the same. To assure the stabilityof the band bending during the measurement of C(B)osillations, the sample was held at a given voltage for5�15 minutes. The identity of C(B) plots registeredat inreasing and dereasing the magneti �eld (i.e.,at di�erent times) was examined for eah C(B) urve.When the temperature (or angle) dependenes of theC(B) osillations were measured, the long term stabil-ity was heked by the repetitive measurement of theinitial C(B) plot (for a given measurement yle).The C(B) osillations (and onsequently, the sub-band oupany and the surfae potential) measuredat the same apaitane magnitude in zero magneti156



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 1, 2001 Two-dimensional eletron gas : : :�eld C(0) are idential, irrespetive of the voltage (thevalue of the latter for any given C(0) is determinedby the �at-band voltage, whih is history- and time-dependent). When the d gate voltage (or the �at-band voltage at the same Vg) is hanged, the �lling ofinterfae states is also hanged but does not respond tothe a ripple, i.e., the interfae states do not ontributeto the apaitane. This ours for all frequenies andtemperatures and testi�es that the high-frequeny on-ditions with respet to interfae states are satis�ed.Thus, there is a �one-to-one orrespondene� betweenC(0), the band bending, and the surfae density of 2Deletrons Ns =P Ni (where i is the 2D subband num-ber).The subband parameters are presented below asfuntions of Ns. Contrary to the dependene on Vg ,their dependene on Ns is not a�eted by the hystere-sis e�ets or any spei� parameters of MOS apai-tors; the same Ns dependene is ommon to a givenHgMnTe sample. It may be noted that there are somepositive aspets of hysteresis. We have the possibilityto investigate the 2D eletron gas in the same surfaequantum well on the same sample but with a di�erentinterfae harge. This is important, in partiular, inthe investigation of sattering mehanisms.Typial C(B) osillations are presented in Fig. 2together with their 1=B Fourier transforms. The in-dividual spin omponents have not been observed inthe osillations at any Ns even for the lowest LLs. Onthe other hand, the osillation beats and the Fourierspetra distintly demonstrate the presene of two fre-quenies onneted with the SO splitting of eah 2Dsubband. The surfae densities in the spin-split sub-bandsN+i andN�i determined from Fourier transformsare plotted in Fig. 3. The arrier distribution among2D subbands is di�erent for the two samples. The on-entrations Ns orresponding to the �starts� of the ex-ited subbands inrease as the doping level inreasesand agree well with the theoretial alulations in whihthe bulk values of NA � ND are used. This fat alsotesti�es that the disruption of stoihiometry in surfaelayers that ould be aused by the migration of atomsis insigni�ant. A disrepany with the theory is de-tetable only in the relative di�erenes of oupanies�Ni=Ni = (N�i � N+i )=(N�i + N+i ) in the small Nsrange. Similar disagreement also ours for inversionlayers on HgCdTe. Possible reasons for this behav-ior are disussed in Ref. [4℄. The intensities of Fourierlines for the high-energy branh I+i and the low-energybranh I�i are di�erent and the ratio I�i =I+i dereaseswith inreasing Ns.The struture of osillations and the subband pa-

rameters extrated from osillations are idential tothose in HgCdTe. No features due to the exhangeinteration are manifested. Beause the exhange ef-fets are determined by the magnetization and an bevaried by the temperature, the investigation of the tem-perature evolution of osillations is of primary interest.The results for sample S2 are shown in Fig. 2. As anbe seen, no pronouned hanges in the position osilla-tions are observed. The shift of beat nodes to highergate voltages and to lower magneti �elds (to larger LLnumbers) with inreasing the temperature (and hene,with dereasing the magnetization) is the sole tempera-ture e�et, besides the usual derease of osillation am-plitudes. This shift must be attributed to the featuresinherent to semimagneti semiondutors beause nei-ther the positions of osillations nor those of the beatnodes hange with the temperature in HgCdTe-basedstrutures.4. MEASUREMENTS IN TILTED MAGNETICFIELDSAlthough there is no doubt that we are dealing witha 2D system (the existene of the magnetoosillatione�et in the apaitane and the observation of mag-netoosillations versus gate voltage already testify toit), the experiments in a tilted magneti �eld were alsoperformed. Some results for sample S2 are presentedin Fig. 4. The magneti �eld positions of the osilla-tion extrema and the fundamental �elds in the Fourierspetra (to a smaller extent) vary only roughly as theosine of the angle � between B and the normal to the2D layer. Clearly distinguishable deviations from thisbehavior are observed. Namely, the experimental angledependenes are stronger.There are several reasons for this deviation from thelassial osine dependene, beause a number of phys-ial fators are ignored in the simpli�ed model [21℄.First, in the stritest sense, this behavior, even for theparaboli dispersion, is valid only for an ideal 2D sys-tem. The ondition to be satis�ed for the osine de-pendene is hri=hzi � 1, where hri and hzi are therespetive mean sizes of the wave funtion in the 2Dplane and in the on�nement diretion. For narrow-gap semiondutors, the width of the surfae quantumwell is relatively large and suh a strong requirementmay be not ful�lled (we also note that hzi is energydependent in this ase). In a strong magneti �eld andat a small surfae onentration, the ylotron radiusand the 2D layer width an be omparably-sized (espe-ially, for exited subbands) and the diamagneti shift157
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Fig. 4. (a) Capaitane osillations plotted versus the normal omponent B? of the applied magneti �eld for sample S2at Ns = 1:62 � 1012 m�2. The angle � between B and the normal to the 2D layer: 1 � 0; 2 � 26Æ; 3 � 42Æ; 4 � 50Æ.To demonstrate the reproduibility of the results, we plotted two C(B?) osillations for � = 0. The upper and lower plotsare measured before and after the angle dependene measurements respetively. (b) The angle dependenes Bn(0)=Bn(�)for osillation maxima marked on the upper C(B) plot. The line is the osine funtionmust weaken the angle dependene. This is ontrary tothe experimental behavior. Seond, the osine relationis obtained for spinless partiles. This is not the ase ina real system. Third, the SO interation is negleted inthis simple onsideration. Undoubtedly, spinlike e�etsan a�et the spetrum in a tilted magneti �eld andmodify the angle dependene.Finally, the exhange interation an also give anadditional ontribution to the deviation from the sim-ple angle dependene. This assumption has experi-mental support. For omparison, we investigated theHgCdTe-based samples in a tilted magneti �eld. Un-der the same onditions, they also manifest a devia-tion from the osine behavior. However, the deviationis weaker than for gapless HgMnTe and has the op-posite sign. At the same time, the samples based onHgCdTe with Eg > 0 show a deviation of the samesign as in HgMnTe, but smaller in magnitude. Con-trary to HgCdTe samples, hanges in the struture ofosillations are observed in HgMnTe inversion layers.Namely, the beat nodes in osillations C(B?) (withB? = B os �) are shifted to the lower LL numberswith the inrease of � (i.e., with the inrease of thetotal magneti �eld B), see Fig 4. We note that thediretion of the shift ouring with the inrease of B(with B? kept �xed) is similar to the one observed withdereasing the temperature.These experimental observations testify that the be-havior in tilted magneti �elds is markedly a�eted byboth the SO interation (whih essentially depends on

the Eg sign [4℄) and the exhange interation. Fornarrow-gap semiondutors, the theoretial analysis re-quires a onsideration of spin from the outset. StrongSO and exhange interations and the resonant e�etslead to a serious ompliation of the theoretial desrip-tion even for the perpendiular orientation. The alu-lations in tilted magneti �elds are troublesome evenfor the simplest paraboli Hamiltonian with a k-linearRashba term. At present, we annot make a reasonabletheoretial analysis of the e�ets in tilted �elds and werestrit our analysis to the ase of the perpendiularorientation.As shown in Se. 3, the analysis based on the Fouriertransform of osillations for di�erent temperatures an-not yield any information about the exhange intera-tion. On the other hand, these data annot be obtainedfrom spin splitting either beause, as noted above, theseparate spin omponents are not observed in the osil-lations at any temperatures. Thus, we must settle thequestion by the apaitane magnetoosillations mod-eling. 5. THEORETICAL ANALYSISTo simulate the apaitane magnetoosillations,the density of states (DOS) must be alulated asa funtion of B (or Vg). This requires knowing thesubband spetrum in the magneti �eld and the broad-ening of the Landau levels. Under the homogeneous159



V. B. Bogevolnov, I. M. Ivankiv, A. M. Yafyasov, V. F. Radantsev ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 1, 2001magneti �eld B(0; 0; B) parallel to the on�nementdiretion (the surfae potential V = V (z)), the mo-tion in the 2D plane an be quantized using the mean �eld approximation for the exhange interation. Inthe framework of a six-band Kane model, the subbandLL energy En(B) is determined by the matrix equation26666666666666666666666664
�E�+� EBp3(n�1)2 EBpn2 0 0 sb~k̂zEBp3(n�1)2 �E++3� 0 0 0 0EBpn2 0 �E+�� sb~k̂z 0 00 0 sb~k̂z �E��� EBp3(n+1)2 �EBpn20 0 0 EBp3(n+1)2 �E+�3� 0sb~k̂z 0 0 �EBpn2 0 �E++�

37777777777777777777777775
0BBBBBBBBB�

fn�11 (z)fn�23 (z)fn5 (z)fn2 (z)fn�14 (z)fn�16 (z)
1CCCCCCCCCA = 0; (1)

where E�(z) = En � V (z) � Eg=2; sb = pjEg j =2mbis the Kane veloity, n is the LL number, andEB = p2mbs2b~!b = p2sb~=� (with ~!b = ~eB=mbbeing the ylotron energy and � = p~=eB themagneti length). We denote � = xN�0hSzi=2 and� = xN�0hSzi=6, where x is the MnTe mole fration,N is the number of unit ells per unit volume, and �0and �0 are the respetive exhange integrals for the �6and �8 bands. The thermodynami average hSzi ofthe z-omponent of a loalized spin S (with S = 5=2for Mn2+ ions) de�nes the magneti �eld and temper-ature dependene of the exhange e�ets and an bedesribed via the normalized Brillouin funtion BS (x),hSzi = �S(1� x)18BS � 2�BBkB(T + TN)� ; (2)where TN is the e�etive temperature arising fromthe antiferromagneti interation between Mn2+ions [22; 23℄.To solve Eq. (1), we use the onept proposed byZel'dovih and Migdal [24; 25℄ for the related problemof desribing the vauum ondensate of Dira eletronsnear superritial nulei; we have used this model forthe Kane Hamiltonian [4; 26℄. In this senario, theproblem is redued to a Shrödinger-type equation withthe e�etive potential in whih the terms responsiblefor non-paraboliity, spin-orbit splitting, and the �res-onant� shift are easily singled out. The qualitative sim-ilarity and the quantitative di�erene between the aseswhere Eg > 0 and Eg < 0 are also learly seen. As inRef. [4℄, we use the semilassial approximation both

for the alulation of the surfae potential V (z) andfor the quantization of the resulting equations. Thevalidity of this approah in narrow-gap semiondutorswas argued and demonstrated by omparing with nu-merial self-onsistent alulations in many papers (seeRef. [4℄ and referenes therein). The simpliity of themethod is of onsiderable advantage for the purposesof osillations modeling.Arguing as in Ref. [26℄, we obtain from (1) the semi-lassial expression for the �spin-split� z-omponentsof the wave vetork�z = p2mbs2bsb~ fK � [K2 �� (Eeff � U+)(Eeff � U�) + U+soU�so℄1=2g1=2; (3)whereK = Eeff�(U+ + U�)=2�mbs2bC2g (R+n�1)(R�n�1)and the e�etive energy is Eeff = (E2 �m2bs4b)=2mbs2b :In the e�etive potential U� = U0 + U�B + U�ex + U�R ,we single out the �Klein�Gordon� termU0 = (V 2 � 2EV )=2mbs2b ;two spin-like terms, namely the �magneti potential�U�B = E2B [g2nR�+3(n� 1)(E+��)=(E+�3�)℄=2mbs2band the �exhange potential�U�ex = [�� � (�E+ + �E�)℄=2mbs2b ;160



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 1, 2001 Two-dimensional eletron gas : : :and the �resonant� term desribing a �spin�interband�interation arising from the mixing of the �6 and �8bands by the eletri �eld,U�R = s2b~22mbs2b "34 �1 + L�nH�n �2 + L�nH�n (E+ � 3�)#���dVdz �2 + s2b~24mbs2b (1 + L�n )H�n d2Vdz2 :The spin-orbit term involved in Eq. (3) isU�so = Cgsb~pR�n �1 + L�nH�n + 1 + L�n2H�n (R�n � 1)� dVdz :In the above expressions, we used the notationsR�n = H�n =H�n ; C�g = CgpR�n (R�n � 1);and Cg = gEBpn=4mbs2b :We must putL�n = 3E2B(n� 1)=4(E+ � 3�)2;H�n = E� � �� L�n (E+ � 3�);and g = �1 for surfae eletrons in Kane semiondu-tors with Eg < 0, and L�n = 0, H�n = E+ � �, andg = +1 in semiondutors with Eg > 0. Together withthe Bohr�Sommerfeld quantization rule, Eq. (3) de�nesthe magneti levels E�n (i; B) in the surfae quantumwell V (z). It must be stressed that the exhange inter-ation auses not only the appearane of an exhangeterm in the e�etive potential, but also a modi�ationof the terms desribing the �resonant� and SO intera-tion.The alulations show that the SO splitting by farexeeds the ontribution of the exhange interation.Furthermore, the SO interation also suppresses thesplitting due to the exhange interation. As an exam-ple, the SO splitting near the Fermi level orrespond-ing to the �rst beat node in Fig. 2 is 17.2 meV (atthe subband Fermi energy EF0 = 78 meV). If we takethe exhange interation into aount, the splitting in-reases by only 4.2 meV even at T = 4:2 K. At thesame time, the exhange splitting alulated withouttaking the SO interation into aount is 5.6 meV. Thisis why the exhange e�ets manifest themselves only asa small hange in the struture of osillations near thebeat nodes, where the osillations from di�erent spinbranhes quenh eah other.The SO interation leads to suh a drasti reon-strution of the 2D spetrum in magneti �elds that the

desription of the spin splitting by the non-relativistig-fator parameter loses its physial meaning. This isalso true for narrow-gap DMS with Eg > 0. In view ofthis e�et, the results of the analysis of 2D systems inasymmetri quantum wells in these materials are to berevised, beause they ignore the SO interation.6. RESULTS OF MODELING ANDDISCUSSIONIn alulating the di�erential apaitane of thespae harge region, the density of states in the mag-neti �eld was desribed negleting the mixing betweenLLs and assuming a Gaussian shape of eah level, aswe did in Ref. [26℄. The surfae potential and the sub-band Fermi energies are assumed to be onstant whenthe magneti �eld is hanging. The alternative modelis based on the assumption that the surfae densityis �xed. However, both models give indistinguishableresults for a su�iently large LL broadening (this ismanifested by the osine form of experimental osil-lations) [27℄. The temperature dependenes of bandparameters and the bulk Fermi energy are aountedfor in the alulations.Although we performed the alulations for a dif-ferent net of exhange parameters (literature data varymarkedly, see Refs. [1; 28�30℄ and referenes therein),the results disussed in this Setion orrespond toN�0 = 1:5 eV and N�0 = �0:4 eV, unless otherwisespei�ed. These values are lose to those obtained inRefs. [28; 29℄ by the tunnel spetrosopy method fornarrow-gap and gapless HgMnTe with small jEg j. Wesuppose that these data (with similar values for gap-less HgMnTe obtained in many works, see referenesin [1; 28; 29℄) are more suitable for the purposes of thiswork, beause the typial eletron energies are of theorder of or even onsiderably larger than jEg j in thestudied surfae quantum wells. In tunnel experiments,the LL energy positions of �p-eletrons� as funtionsof the magneti �eld are measured at energies up to150 meV.One the exhange parameters are hosen, two pa-rameters an be obtained when the modeling �ts the ex-perimental data: the e�etive temperature TN , whihdesribes the temperature shift of beat nodes, and theDingle temperature, whih determines the osillationamplitudes (and whih we use as a harateristi of thesattering).In alulations, we assume that TD is the samefor both spin-orbit branhes. This assumption is sup-ported experimentally. When three or more beat nodes11 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 1 161
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Fig. 5. (a) �Partial� osillations for di�erent spin sub-subbands i� (urve 1 � 1+; 2 � 1�; 3 � 0+; 4 � 0�) extratedfrom the experimental C(B) trae (the lower plot). (b) Magneti �eld positions of (i) the maxima of experimental os-illations (rosses), (ii) �partial� osillations maxima extrated from the experimental C(B) traes (irles) and (iii) LLsalulated at the Fermi energy (lines) for the ground subband i = 0 as funtions of temperature. Solid lines and solid irlesorrespond to the low-energy spin branh (0�), the dashed line and open irles to the high-energy branh (0+)are observed in the osillations, the �partial� osilla-tions related to di�erent spin branhes an be extratedfrom the experimental C(B) traes using the Fourier �l-tration and the inverse Fourier transform (see Fig. 5a).The TD values determined from �tting of �partial� os-illations turn out to be lose for both branhes withinthe auray of the analysis.At the same time, the amplitudes orresponding tothese branhes an di�er onsiderably (up to severaltimes). This di�erene is not surprising. AlthoughDOS is higher at B = 0 in the low-energy branh,the orresponding amplitudes an be smaller (even ifthe relaxation times are equal), beause the lower y-lotron energy in this branh leads to a smaller am-plitude fator. The alulated amplitude ratio A� =A+dereases rapidly as Ni inreases. This behavior orre-lates well with the dereasing ratio of the Fourier lineintensities observed experimentally. The di�erene ofthe amplitudes for di�erent spin omponents of osilla-tions mentioned in Refs. [11; 14℄ are therefore expetedto be di�erent for 2D systems with a strong SO inter-ation without invoking the spin-dependent sattering.Although the general shapes of the simulated andmeasured osillations C(B) are well mathed, the exatmagneti �eld positions of the peaks and beat nodesare somewhat di�erent. This is beause a number ofphysial fators are ignored or annot be exatly takeninto aount in the theory (the ontribution of remotebands, the interfae ontribution to the SO interation(see below), the deviation of the real surfae potentialand the Landau level shape from the alulated ones,

et.). The adjustable phase orretion was introduedfor onveniene for the omparison of the temperatureevolution in the measured and alulated osillations.Its magnitude was hosen to �t the high-�eld node po-sition of the beat pattern at T = 4:2 K. None of thephysially meaningful results that we disuss are af-feted by the hoie of this fator.The osillations alulated with this orretion andtheir Fourier transforms are plotted in Fig. 2. Theagreement is quite good with respet to the strutureof osillations and the amplitudes. However, a distin-guishable di�erene in the �number� of osillations be-tween beat nodes for the measured and alulated plotsis observed. These results, as well as similar data onthe dC=dVg(Vg) osillations, testify to a small (but dis-tinguishable) underestimation of the SO splitting bythe theory. (We note that in the high-Ns range, theanalysis based on the Fourier spetra does not give alearly detetable disrepany between experiment andtheory.) This inonsisteny with the theory an beaused by the interfae ontribution to the SO split-ting [16℄, whih annot be treated in the framework ofthe e�etive mass method.Aording to the experiment, the individual spinomponents are not exhibited in simulated C(B) ordC=dVg(Vg) osillations even for the lowest LLs at anyreasonable broadening parameters, magneti �elds ofexperimental interest, and temperatures. A dereaseof magnetization with inreasing temperature resultsin a slight energy shift of the alulated spin sub-levels. However, the position of the resulting osilla-162



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 1, 2001 Two-dimensional eletron gas : : :tions on the magneti �eld is almost unhanged (seeFig. 5b), exept for the osillations near the beat nodes(as ours experimentally). The alulated rate of thetemperature shift of beat nodes with the temperaturedepends on Ni and the node number. At the sametime, the value of TN extrated from the �t of thetemperature evolution of the osillations is almost thesame for di�erent nodes and di�erent Ni. The simu-lation results are not ritially dependent on the exatvalue of TN hosen. However, the �best �tting� valueTN = (10�1:5) K must be a reasonably good estimate.Unfortunately, as far as we know, the low-tempe-rature data on the TN value for bulk HgMnTe withx = 0:04 are absent. Most of the literature data areobtained either for high temperatures or for sampleswith the Mn ontent x � 0:025. However, the valueTN = 10 K does not ontradit other published data.If the sample-independene of the spin�spin interationis postulated, TN is nearly proportional to x(1 � x)18[22℄. Using the low-temperature data in Ref. [22℄ for asample with x = 0:01 (TN = 2:9 K at T = 2 K), wean estimate the value of TN for samples with x = 0:04as TN � 8 K. This is somewhat less than the measuredvalue, but TN an also be temperature dependent [33℄.For example, for the same sample with x = 0:01, TNis equal to 7 K in the high-temperature range [22℄. Itmust be noted that the above estimates are based onassumptions (inluding the phenomenologial expres-sion itself, Eq. (2)) that an be violated for x > 0:02and for low temperatures.We now turn to the dependene of the observed ex-hange e�ets on the value of the exhange parameters.As mentioned above, the exhange interation is veryweakly manifested in the studied system, showing itselfas only a slight temperature shift of beat nodes. Be-ause the osillation amplitudes are small in the neigh-borhood of nodes even at T = 4:2 K and beause theyderease drastially with the temperature, the narrowrange of T < 10�15 K is aessible to the quantitativeanalysis. Thus, the results are not ritially sensitive tothe hoie of N�0 and N�0. Beause the shift rate de-pends on the produt of the exhange parameters N�0and N�0 and the magnetization hSzi, the variations inN�0 and N�0 an be anelled by the variation in TN ,whih is used as an adjustable parameter.Only the shift of beat nodes to low LL numbersis observed at low temperatures with dereasing N�0(the shift is slightly sensitive to the variations of N�0in the �(0:25�0.5) eV range). As a result, the rate ofthe temperature shift of nodes dereases and beomesless than the one alulated at N�0 = 1:5 eV. However,at N�0 > 0:75 eV, this derease an be anelled by a

derease in TN . For N�0 = 1:0 eV and N�0 = �0:4 eV,the shifts oinide with those found for N�0 = 1:5 eVand N�0 = �0:4 eV if the value TN = 4 K is hosen.In both ases, the osillations are pratially the sameat all B (inluding the ranges near the beat nodes) andT . However, the value TN = 4 K seems to be too smallfor x = 0:04.At the same time, the experimental results an-not be desribed at N�0 < 0:7 eV. The measuredshift rate is nearly twie as large as that alulatedat N�0 = 0:6 eV and N�0 = �0:4 eV (the values givenin Ref. [30℄) even if TN = 0 is hosen. Although theexhange e�ets in the studied systems with a stronginterband mixing are suppressed by the SO splitting,this disrepany is beyond the limits of experimentalerror. It is easy to verify that the experimental data(the energy position of LLs and its temperature shift)presented in Refs. [28; 29℄ for bulk HgMnTe with smalljEg j also annot be explained at N�0 < 1:0�1.2 eVeven for TN = 0. As already noted, the value of N�0reported in works on gapless HgMnTe falls typiallywithin 0.9�1.6 eV.The terms in Eq. (3) ontaining the parameter �play the dominant role at the onditions orrespondingto a typial experimental situation. On the other hand,the results are only slightly sensitive to reasonable vari-ations of � even in the inversion layers on HgMnTewith Eg > 0. It must be stressed that at the energiesE � jEg j or higher, the terms involving � must alsogive the leading ontribution in the bulk of DMS withEg > 0. As a rule, however, the eletrons with theenergy near the band bottom are tested in the inves-tigation of bulk proprieties. At the same time, in thesurfae quantum wells on narrow-gap semiondutors,the typial eletron energies are of the order of or evenonsiderably larger than jEg j. In this work, the bandbending ranges up to 450 meV (this value orrespondsto Ns � 4 � 1012 m�2). The above analyses of theexperimental data revealed that the bulk values of theexhange oupling onstants obtained at low-energy ex-periments are workable even at these high energies.As a related issue, we note that the derease ofjN�0j in a wide-gap CdMnTe-CdMgMnTe quantumwell with the inrease of energy is reported in a reentpaper [31℄. The e�et is attributed to the admixingof �8 band states to the �6 band at �nite k-vetors,whih leads to swithing on a kineti exhange of the�6 band eletrons with the d eletrons of Mn ions. Wenote that in narrow-gap semiondutors, the interbandmixing desribed by Kane Hamiltonian (1) results in astrong (and energy dependent) ontribution of the N�0ontaining terms to the spetrum of the �6 band. This163 11*



V. B. Bogevolnov, I. M. Ivankiv, A. M. Yafyasov, V. F. Radantsev ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 1, 2001is true without taking the energy dependene of theN�0 parameter into aount. As for the �8 band ele-trons, the value of the exhange parameter N�0 is fromthe outset governed mainly by the kineti exhange (atany k-vetor). In this ase, an inrease of the k-vetorannot play a ritial role. The absene of an essentialhange in the value of N�0 is noted in Refs. [31; 32℄.The Dingle temperatures TD determined from the�tting are lose to those in HgCdTe-based strutures.In the high-Ns range, the TD values are ditated bythe surfae roughness sattering. The best agreementbetween the experimental and alulated values of TDis ahieved at the orrelation length � � (110�120) ÆAand at the average interfae displaement � � (20�25) ÆA. Using the TD values, we an estimate the ele-tron mobility as 0:8 � 104 m2/V� s in the i = 0 sub-band and 1:5 � 104 m2/V� s in the i = 1 subband forsample S1 at Ns � 1012 m�2, whih is lose to thevalue 1 �104 m2/V� s measured for grain boundaries inp-HgMnTe [7℄.As in HgCdTe [26℄, somewhat larger values ofTD are deteted at small surfae densities Ns << 5 � 1011 m�2. Aording to Ref. [26℄, theoretialestimates show that no inrease in TD with thederease of Ns within this range an be aused bythe Coulomb sattering from hargers in the oxide.This onlusion has diret experimental evidenein the present work. It an be seen in Fig. 1 thatthe harges loalized in the oxide di�er by a fatorof several times for di�erent sweep yles. If theCoulomb sattering were important, the amplitudes ofosillations orresponding to di�erent yles (di�erentVfb) but with the same Ns (the same LL number at a�xed magneti �eld) would be di�erent. However, theosillation amplitudes are the same. A possible ausefor the inrease of the LL broadening at small Ni isthe intersubband sattering [34℄.This work was supported by the Europeen Commis-sion Esprit projet � 28890 NTCONGS EC, by Award�REC-005 of U. S. Civillian Researh & DevelopmentFoundation (CRDF) and by the Grant from EduationCommittee of Russia.REFERENCES1. J. K. Furdina and J. Kossut, Semiondutors andSemimetals, ed. by R. K. Willardson and A. C. Beer,Aademi, New York, Vol. 25 (1988). J. K. Furdina, J.Va. Si. Tehnol. A 4, 2002 (1986).
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